
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan’s future looked increasingly in doubt
Wednesday after a key coalition partner switched
allegiance ahead of a parliamentary no-confidence
vote this weekend. The cricket-star-turned premier
was expected to address the nation in the evening,
as weeks of political turmoil come to a head-includ-
ing allegations of foreign interference.

No prime minister in the country’s history has seen
out a full term, and Khan is facing the biggest chal-
lenge to his rule since being elected in 2018, with
opponents accusing him of economic mismanagement
and foreign-policy bungling.

“He will fight until the last over and the last ball,”
Interior Minister Sheikh Rashid Ahmed told reporters,
using a cricket analogy to describe Khan-one of the
sport’s all-time international greats before he entered
politics.

Debate on the no-confidence motion is due to start
Thursday, leaving Khan scrambling to keep his own
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) members on side-as
well as a slew of minority parties. On paper the PTI
and coalition partners have 176 seats in the 342-mem-
ber assembly, but on Wednesday the Muttahida
Qaumi Movement (MQM-P) said its seven lawmakers

would vote with the opposition, which has a combined
163 seats.

More than a dozen PTI lawmakers have also indicat-
ed they will cross the floor, although party leaders are
trying to get the courts to prevent them from voting on
Sunday. In the past, Pakistan parties have also resorted
to physically preventing lawmakers from voting against
key legislation by blocking access to the national
assembly, leading to cat-and-mouse chases and even
accusations of kidnapping.

Senior MQM-P leader Faisal Subzwari tweeted
Wednesday that his party had finalised an agreement
with the opposition, led by the Pakistan People Party
(PPP) and Pakistan Muslim League (PML-N). Hours lat-
er, MQM-P heavyweight Syed Amin-Ul-Haque
announced his resignation as tech minister in Khan’s
cabinet.

Feuding dynasties 
The PML-N and PPP dominated national politics

for decades until Khan forged a coalition against the
usually feuding dynastic groups. He was elected after
promising to sweep away decades of entrenched cor-
ruption and cronyism, but has struggled to maintain
support with inflation skyrocketing, a feeble rupee and
crippling debt.

Some analysts say Khan has also lost the crucial
support of the military-claims both sides deny-and
Pakistan’s army is key to political power. There have
been four military coups-and at least as many unsuc-
cessful ones-since independence in 1947, and the coun-
try has spent more than three decades under army rule.

If Khan loses next week’s vote, a new government
could be headed by PML-N’s Shehbaz Sharif, the
brother of former prime minister Nawaz Sharif, who has
not returned since being released from jail to get med-
ical treatment abroad.

Also given a senior role will likely be the PPP’s
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari, son of assassinated former
prime minister Benazir Bhutto and ex-President Asif
Zardari. One card up Khan’s sleeve could be to call an
early election-the next one must be held before
October 2023.

“The best option in this situation would have been
fresh elections to enable the new government to han-
dle economic, political and external problems faced
by the country,” said political analyst Talat Masood, a
retired general.

“The country is heading towards something unpre-

dictable... where there is going to be a lot of chaos and
problems.” Hassan Askari, another political analyst,
agreed. “The long-term political repercussion of the
evolving situation will be instability, continued conflict
in politics and inability to cope with economic chal-
lenges that Pakistan is currently facing,” he said.

Khan has railed against his domestic opponents for
weeks, but on Sunday told a rally in the capital that a
“foreign conspiracy” was also plotting his removal. “We
have been threatened in writing but we will not com-
promise on national interests,” he said, without offering
evidence or details. — AFP
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ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s opposition parties leaders Shahbaz Sharif (2L), Asif Ali Zardari (C), Fazlur Rehman (L) and
Bilawal Bhutto Zardari (R) speak during a press conference in Islamabad on March 28, 2022. — AFP

File picture taken on March 24, 2022 and released from North Korea’s official Korean Central News Agency (KCNA) on
March 25, 2022 shows North Korean leader Kim Jong Un (C) walking near what state media report says was a new
type inter-continental ballistic missile (ICBM) before its test launch at an undisclosed location in North Korea. — AFP

Russia’s Lavrov 
to visit India 
NEW DELHI: Russia’s foreign minister will visit India
for a two-day visit beginning Thursday, officials said,
likely to press New Delhi to resist Western pressure to
condemn the Ukraine invasion. India has abstained
from UN resolutions censuring Russia and continues
to buy Russian oil and other goods. US President Joe
Biden last week described India as “somewhat shaky”
on Russia. Sergei Lavrov’s trip coincides with visits by
British foreign secretary Liz Truss and Daleep Singh,
Washington’s chief sanctions strategist. Truss and
Singh, the US Deputy National Security Advisor for
International Economics, were expected to urge India
to assist in Western efforts to isolate Russia economi-
cally. Singh “will consult closely with (Indian) counter-
parts on the consequences of Russia’s unjustified war
against Ukraine and mitigating its impact on the global
economy,” the White House said.

‘New world order’ 
Lavrov was due to arrive in India from China, which

has also refused to condemn the invasion and has pro-
vided a level of diplomatic cover for an increasingly
isolated Russia. In a video released ahead of a meeting
with Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi, Lavrov said
the world was “living through a very serious stage in
the history of international relations”.

At the end of this reshaping of global relations “we,
together with you, and with our sympathisers will move
towards a multipolar, just, democratic world order”,
Lavrov said. Lavrov was due to attend meetings hosted
by China about Afghanistan involving diplomats from
the United States and the Taleban-led country’s neigh-
bours — but not India, which was not invited.

India’s relations with China deteriorated sharply

after 20 Indian troops and four Chinese soldiers died
in a brawl on their disputed Himalayan border in 2020,
although Wang visited India last week.

Old friends 
India and Russia have had a close relationship for

decades. New Delhi, which describes Moscow as its
“longstanding and time-tested friend”, sources most of
its key military hardware from Russia. India’s Russian-
origin arsenal includes about 3,500 battle tanks, most
of its combat Sukhoi and MiG aircraft, its only aircraft
carrier in service, eight non-nuclear submarines and
four destroyers. 

India also has large Russian orders pending includ-
ing a $5-billion deal for S-400 air defence systems —
of which the first deliveries began last year — as well
as four frigates and one nuclear-powered submarine.
India has however been diversifying with big imports
from France, the US and Zionist entity. It has also been
making more equipment itself, including an aircraft
carrier which is undergoing sea trials.

India meets about 85 percent of all its energy needs
with imports, and the recent rise in oil prices because
of the Ukraine war is causing additional hardship for
hundreds of millions of Indians. New Delhi has been
buying up discounted Russian oil and is working with
Moscow on a rupee-rouble trade mechanism to facili-
tate trade, according to media reports.

A team from Russia’s central bank is in India this
week to discuss payment mechanisms, the Hindu daily
reported. “When the highest god of the West, US
President Joe Biden, has already said that India is
shaky on Russia and we have ignored it already, why
should we be worried about the way some in the West
see this visit?” New Delhi-based Russia expert
Nandan Unnikrishnan from the Observer Research
Foundation told AFP. “We should look at everything
from the prism of our own national interests. The
Western perspectives won’t determine our national
interests.” — AFP

Why did N Korea 
fake a ‘monster 
missile’ test?
SEOUL: North Korea faked a “successful” launch of
its most powerful long-range missile to shore up
domestic support for Kim Jong Un’s regime after the
real test ended in failure, analysts say. State media
trumpeted the “miraculous” launch of what it claimed
was a new Hwasong-17 intercontinental ballistic mis-
sile on March 24, publishing dramatic photos and
videos of leader Kim personally overseeing the test.

But analysts identified discrepancies in
Pyongyang’s account, and South Korean and US
intelligence agencies have concluded that North
Korea actually fired a Hwasong-15 — a less-
advanced ICBM which it had already tested in 2017.

Why would North Korea do this? Analysts say it
urgently needed a domestic propaganda victory
ahead of a key anniversary, after the real launch of
the Hwasong-17 a week before ended in failure with
the missile exploding above the capital Pyongyang.

“North Korea wanted to shore up citizens’ loyalty
ahead of the Day of the Sun by branding Kim Jong
Un a capable leader of a military powerhouse,” ana-
lyst Yang Moo-jin told AFP, referring to the birth
anniversary of founding leader Kim Il Sung on April
15. But “the March 16 launch failed spectacularly
and-worse-it happened in Pyongyang so people got
to witness the dramatic failure. Kim probably thought
he needed something very strong to make up for it,
and that’s probably why he lied,” Yang added.

Whether it was a Hwasong-15 or a Hwasong-17,
the March 24 launch showed significant progress
from North Korea’s last ICBM launch, said Kim
Dong-yup, of the University of North Korean
Studies. “It’s definitely a different upgraded version,”
he said, adding that Kim was seeking a larger arsenal
of missiles more for “domestic reasons” than as a
bargaining chip with the US.

Fake it til you make it? 
It would not be the first time North Korea has

fabricated weapons development progress-it
attempted to pass off a failed January 2016 subma-
rine-launched ballistic missile test as a success using
altered video footage, analysts said.

It is surprising that Pyongyang is still up to “such
‘fake it till you make it’ shenanigans”, said Mason

Richey, an associate professor at Hankuk University.
According to Richey, the fact that independent ana-
lysts-let alone US and South Korean intelligence-
were able to detect the deception so quickly under-
mines North Korea’s credibility. If Pyongyang has
“lied about something as apparently obvious as
ICBM type, have they also lied about more opaque
areas”, he said, like whether their missiles survive re-
entry or how light and compact their warheads are.

If the credibility of its nuclear deterrent is called
into question, it “could make uber-hawkish defence
officials in the US a bit itchier to try a bloody-nose or
decapitation strike in future US-North Korea crises,”
he added. North Korea announced the purported
Hwasong-17 launch with a slick, Hollywood-style
video featuring leader Kim in a black leather jacket
and sunglasses, flanked by generals, appearing to
give the signal to launch a giant missile.

But discrepancies spotted in that footage were
what first tipped analysts off that the official version
of events was misleading at best. Seoul-based spe-
cialist website NK News analysed satellite imagery
and found indications that some of the footage was
filmed earlier than state media claimed, probably at
the failed March 16 test. “Kim Jong Un was likely tar-
geting domestic audiences, to suppress rumours like-
ly spreading over the highly visible ICBM failure over
Pyongyang the previous week,” and to boost
“nationalistic pride” ahead of April 15, NK News
analyst Colin Zwirko told AFP. “He might not have
wanted to waste the Hwasong-17 footage and wasn’t
able to launch another quickly, and telling the truth
about a Hwasong-15 test would have lacked impact”,
as it was first tested in 2017, he added.

Propaganda revolution 
The fact that Kim himself was front and centre of

the event indicates that the propaganda was aimed at
shoring up support for the leader personally, Hong
Min of the Korea Institute for National Unification
said. “The North faked a Hwasong-17 launch out of a
strong drive to show achievements under Kim’s
watch to the public with Kim at the centre,” he said.

The striking KCTV video announcing Hwasong-
17 was a “major departure” from previous North
Korean propaganda efforts, said Rachel Minyoung
Lee, a non-resident fellow with the 38 North pro-
gramme at the Washington-based Stimson Center.

“It’s a revolution in the history of North Korean
propaganda,” she told AFP. While state propaganda
has changed and evolved since Kim Jong Un came to
power, largely to compete with the influx of foreign
movies and dramas, this took things to a new level,
she said.—AFP

Government critic 
prevented from 
leaving India
NEW DELHI: A prominent Indian activist and writer
has said she was prevented from flying to Europe to
speak about intimidation of journalists and rights in the
world’s largest democracy. Journalists and activists
have long complained of harassment under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, whose government has been
accused of trying to silence critical reporting.

Rana Ayyub, a fierce critic of Modi and his Hindu
nationalist government, was due to take a flight to
London on Tuesday and then to Italy to attend differ-
ent events. But Ayyub, 37, said on Twitter that she was
stopped at Mumbai airport because of an investigation
by authorities into an alleged money laundering case
against her.

The events in Europe had “been planned and publi-
cised all over my social media for weeks. Yet, curiously
the... summon arrived in my mail much after I was
stopped at the immigration,” she said. Ayyub has been
told to appear on Friday for questioning in connection
with the case, local media reports said. The Indian
Enforcement Directorate, which was not immediately
available for comment on Wednesday, has accused
Ayyub of siphoning off money meant for coronavirus
victims for her personal use. Ayyub, who has denied
the allegations, says she has been a victim of relentless
harassment by far-right Hindu groups-including rape
threats-because of her reporting on issues including
the marginalisation of India’s minority Muslims.

The International Center for Journalists expressed
support for her on Tuesday, tweeting that the “blatant
legal harassment” of Ayyub must stop. Ayyub wrote a
book accusing Modi of being complicit in deadly sec-
tarian violence in Gujarat in 2002, when he was state

premier. Investigators cleared Modi of involvement.
She has since become a commentator for The
Washington Post and other media. In February UN
rights experts called on the government to stop
“misogynistic and sectarian” online attacks against her.
Last week, British anthropologist Filippo Osella from
the University of Sussex said he was deported by
“remarkably rude and unprofessional” immigration
officials on arrival in India without any proper expla-
nation.

The professor of anthropology and South Asian
studies said he had a valid research visa and suspected
his visits to India’s arch-rival Pakistan may have trig-
gered the government’s action. “Collaborative research
projects on charities in urban Sri Lanka and education
opportunities in rural Pakistan were funded by the
Economic and Research Council (UK) and the British
Council respectively. I have never tried to hide my
short research trips to Pakistan from the scrutiny of
the Indian authorities,” he said. The Indian Express
quoted an official from India’s Foreigners Regional
Registration Office as saying he was “denied entry as
per orders from higher officials”. — AFP

NEW DELHI: File photo taken on May 27, 2016, Indian
journalist and author, Rana Ayyub speaks during the
launch of her self published book ‘Gujarat Files’ in New
Delhi. — AFP


